
MATH 108 - QUIZ 5 -23 FEBRUARY 2011

Answer all of the following questions in the space provided. Show all work as partial

credit may be given. Answers without justification, even if they are correct, will earn no

credit.

1. (3 pts. each) Let f(r) : 12 - 3r.

(a) Use increments to estimate by how much the function /(r) will change when r increases

from 5 to 5.5.

'i ' r - n-r*3 a8 +ltl)oax Ax = 5,9-f : -.f|'(F) : z

A{ z +rts) (, s) = (z(s) -3)(.s) = 7 (,r)= 3,f77((

(b) Find the eract change in the function /(z) as r increases from 5 to 5.5.

A+ - ![s,s) -.0Cs) : (Cs.t)*- 36.t- (t--3.r)
: 30,2, -16.t- (o

2. (3 pts. each) Suppose the total cost in dollars of manufacturing q units of a certain

product is C(q) :3e'* q * 500.

(a) Use marginal analysis to estimate the cost of manufacturing the l1th unit'

AC-3 c. (f) A6: 46 :l t qt{F) = 6tr + |

b(q C'(to)CO = 6l A{t*s r'

(b) Find the actual cost of manufacturing the l1th unit.

AC: c[rr) -C(ro) :GC1)'+[l+tra)
t " -- 

(: C\o)2 + ta + N<)
= 314 -S tO - 6q J,11",^., V
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Answer all of the following questions in the space provided. Show all work as partial
credit may be given. Answers without justification, even if they are correct, will earn no

credit.

1. (3 pts. each) Let f (r): 12 +2r.

(a) Use increments to estimate by how much the function /(r) will change when r decreases

AK=?.5-'t: -,S
j(.g =)-r*2

A{2/tt0tr.t :e(,r)*})(-.s) - to G s)=

(b) Find the exactchange in the function /(r) a* r decreases from 4 to 3.5.

A+ - +[3.s)-+f'f)' 
= [Cr.s-)"r2{3.r)] -l+' +L"n

= t?,ZS - 24 : -rb7?
2. (3 pts. each) A manufacturer's total monthly revenue in dollars generated by producing
q units of a certain product is n(q) : 300q - 3q'.

(a) Use marginal analysis to estimate the additional revenue the manufacturer will receive

by producing the 21st unit.

AR xd6)Atr AT

from 4 to 3.5.

A8 4tt(r)ax

APa dCx)cl
t=Lo ?rCfr)- 3@ -OV:

= 30o - (oCt{ - L8O &"11"^s7

(b) Find the actual additional revenue generated by producing the 2l,st unit.

Dr--=R(u)-&[>o)
= (3ooclD -36u)9- ( le(Lo)-- 3eog
:fi177 - 47oo : (77 fuil",*/


